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ABSTRACT

Web mining is used to find the different patterns in data by various categories like web usage mining, web structure mining, and web content mining. The method used to gather data by web spiders and web search engines are known as web content mining. The formation of a website can be tartan by using web structure mining and we can test the data of a user’s browser by using web usage mining. The web content mining is a second phase of web mining, which deals with extraction of images, graphs, text etc. The spotlight of this work is to present a brief survey on different techniques used in web content mining. We presented a brief review of different web content mining approaches like multimedia mining, unstructured mining, structured mining and semi-structured mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web is a communication channel it provides information over the internet. Websites are created by using web pages and stored in the web. The requirement of information stored in web is keep growing day by day. Using web people are doing various tasks like shopping, online transactions, applying for jobs etc. The different patterns of information gathered from the web and web is processed by using web mining. Web mining also helps to advance the command of web search engine by identifying the web pages and classifying the web documents. Web mining is incredibly helpful to e-commerce and e-services websites.

Web Mining
Web mining is associate application, information mining techniques to search out information patterns from the online data. Web mining helps to improve the supremacy of web search engine by identifying the web pages and classifying the web documents. Web mining helps to evaluate performance of a website and also to realize customer activities.

Fig 1: Tree structure of web mining
CATEGORIES OF WEB MINING

1. Web Content Mining

Web content mining consists of several types of data like, text, audio, video, image, hyperlinks etc. Web content mining is the process of identifying and fetching useful information, documents or data from the web. Web content mining can be used for mining of versatile information from web pages. We can consider an example, if a web user need a suggestion to buy a product from web, the search engine provides the list of suggestions related to respective product.

![Fig 2: Techniques used for web content mining](image)

2. Web Usage Mining

Web usage mining makes the sense of data generated by browsing sessions and behavior. Web usage mining keeps a record of web access called logs for the web browsing and helps to discover the user access patterns of web pages. It is the technique of extracting patterns and log records from the web data. With the growing popularity of the WWW, big size of data like user's address, requested URLs are automatically gathered by Web servers and stored in access log files. The techniques to determine and examine the web usage pattern are: Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) and Session& Analysis

![Fig 3: Log Structure of Web Usage Mining](image)
3. Web Structure Mining

Using web structure mining we can study how the data in the websites are interlinked each other. Web Structure mining is helpful to recognize the web data either linked by information or direct link connections. The principle of structure mining is to construct the structural outline of website and comparable web pages.

II. WEB CONTENT MINING APPROACHES

The various techniques used for mining the content are:-

- Unstructured, multimedia, semi-structured and structured mining.

Unstructured mining - The most content in web is in unstructured format. To extract text from unstructured format we use different techniques listed as follows: Categorization, Topic Tracking, Clustering, Information Extraction, Summarization, and Information Visualization.

Structured mining - The structured data is in the form of list, table, field set. The web crawlers are used to take data from client, search it and get good pages from the web. The external crawler takes user specified websites and expand the graph using newly found websites [4]

To extract text from structured format we can use the following techniques: Web Page Content Mining, Web Crawlers and Wrapper Generation [3].

Semi-structured mining - The partial structured and grammatical text from the web will come under this category, the various techniques used to extract this form of text are. To extract text from semi-structured format we can use the following techniques: Web Data Extraction Language, OEM - Object Exchange Model and Top down Extraction. [5]

Multi-media mining - The large amount of data in the form of text, audio, video is mined under this category. The various techniques used for multimedia mining are: Shot Boundary Detection, SKICAT, Multimedia Miner and Color Histogram Matching. [3][12]

III. LITERATURE REVIEW

Gandhi et.al [6] discussed in their research work about Information Extraction for Unstructured mining:—The Recourse Description Framework is used to maintain the accuracy of the system. The time factor of the searching information can be reduced by storing the description of research paper or articles. The meaning of paper or article keeps unchanged. Internet gives large amount of helpful information; most of the data is in the form of unstructured format. We can use two techniques to extract information from the web Extensible Markup Language and Recourse Description Framework (RDF); RDF extends the connecting structure of the web, distinct applications share semi-structured & structured data by using RDF. The author’s proposed “Semantic Partitioning Object (SPO)” technique for rescue of research article or research paper data to achieve better accuracy and consistency.

The architecture for a simple information extraction system with various stages is shown in the below Fig 6. In first stage sentence segmenter will divide the raw text of the document into sentences and using tokenizer the sentence is further divided into words. Later every sentence is linked with tags called part-of-speech tags which will be useful for the next stage called entity detection; the interesting entity in each sentence is identified by using entity detection method. Lastly, to match likely relations between different entities in the text we use relation detection.
Lee et al. [8] discussed in their research about topic tracking technique for news keyword extraction from the news websites. To track the topics from the news websites we can use the important words called key-words. The meaning of each key-word cannot be stored manually as the online news data keeps growing rapidly. We require an mechanical procedure that extracts reserved words from news articles. Authors recommended Term Frequency–Inverse Document Frequency model (TF-IDF) module.

Elfayoumy et al. [9] discussed in their research about unstructured text summarization techniques. The various algorithms are used to summarize the text from the web pages, each algorithm will have its own pros and cons. Some algorithms work better for summarizing long documents where some are works better for short documents. In this research the authors presented text summarization algorithms with its strengths & weaknesses. Authors suggested that the collective approach will give better results for mixed types of documents.

The skill of abstracting key content from various sources of information is known as Summarization. The public can take effective decisions in less time by using summarized text of updates from a news websites, stock market, movie reviews from online sites etc [21]
Subhendu Kumar Pani et al. [10] discussed in their research about web crawlers. Web spiders also named as web bots or robots or crawlers are the programs which is used to download the documents on the internet, web crawlers are most used in search engines. As the web-data is keep growing day by day it is difficult to download the content. The web crawlers generate a replica of visited pages and stores all visited pages for final processing by a search engines. For information retrieval from web the web crawling is used as one of main module. crawling systematically traverse the World Wide Web (WWW). In this paper the authors proposed a crawling design that web crawlers collects web pages based on the users interest. Web crawling is applied to improve the performance of the surf engines in World Wide Web.

Xia et al. [11] The authors in this journal proposes a automatic wrapper generation methods for content based websites. To discover identical structure of the input web pages like blogs, news sites or forums the tree alignment & transfer learning method is proposed. To get the consignment of different tag-matchings linear regression method is applied. Transfer learning method is adopted to find the fairly accurate content block. The wrapper generation method is applied to generate a wrapper once the web source change is detected.

Kotsiantis et al. [13] discussed in their research about multimedia mining. Advances in multimedia acquisition and storage technology have led to tremendous growth in very large and detailed multimedia databases. If these multimedia files are analyzed, useful information to users can be revealed. Multimedia mining deals with the extraction of implicit knowledge, multimedia data relationships, or other patterns not explicitly stored in multimedia files. Multimedia mining is more than just an extension of data mining, as it is an interdisciplinary venture that draws upon expertise in computer vision, multimedia processing, multimedia retrieval, data mining, machine learning, database and artificial intelligence.

IV. CONCLUSION

The large amount of knowledge and information is available from web. The web data is endlessly growing in volume and complexity with time so it is becoming difficult to mine the precious relevant information from internet. Thenumerous web content mining approaches or tools applied to take out relevant useful information and knowledge from the web page contents. This paper reviews the various web content mining approaches like Information Extraction, Topic Tracking, Summarization, Web crawlers, Wrapper Generation, Color Histogram and Multimedia Mining.
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